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I hope all of you are well and locked away with your sewing
machines. No better place to be! Those scraps are not going
to sew themselves!
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We are still going to be going through trying times, for the near
future anyway. We are staying current on the health and usage
requirements of Christ Lutheran Church. At this time, we
cannot say for sure whether we'll have our Annual Meeting in April at the church, or on
Zoom. The same goes for our four classes. It would be hoped that things calm down
enough for us to be able to imitate life as we knew it before this started. I'm sure it's
everyone's most fervent wish. However, we'll need to wait and see. You will be notified
which way to proceed in sufficient time before each scheduled event.
Our Executive Board will be meeting in a week to take care of business and discuss
issues our Guild is facing. We'll keep you posted through the Newsletter.
Meanwhile, there are plenty of fun things going on! As I write this, we've just received
Clue #4 for our Guild Mystery, brought to you by our Homer Retreat Committee. It's been
fun to do a step at a time at home. I can't yet imagine what it will look like, but by the
time the Newsletter comes out, we'll all know. I encourage each of you to upload photos
of your completed quilts.
Our Anniversary Block of the Month, brought to you by Grace Lindle, is ongoing. This is
another great project, and it's just that little bit of distraction we all need - not a huge
endeavor, but just a couple hours of one day a month. That's the fun of it. Also fun, I'm
very curious to see the fabric everyone is using. I've seen a couple in person, but I'd love
to see more. We could upload photos of our blocks, so everyone could ooh and aah over
them.
ANY photos you have would be wonderful to see. We're cut off from traveling and visiting
as much as we did, but we can still show our completed projects. After uploading photos,
it would be helpful to email Adam Bauer to let him know what you sent and if it should go
in a particular group of photos - Homer Quilt Show, Mystery, BOM, Retreat(s) quilts, etc.
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Presidents Report continued ...
It's very hard to be cooped up and not enjoy each other's company. We hope to keep you
engaged as much as we can. Jan Wallace, our Public Information Officer, has an updated
report of happenings, both in person and online. There are so many offerings online, so many
quilt-alongs, and fun things to do. Free!
In closing, I am hoping against hope to be able to see each of your beautiful faces in person
sometime this year! Meanwhile, keep your foot on that pedal, and your fabric running under the
needle!
Virtual Hugs until we meet again.
Sue Magyar
KPQG Class list and dates
There are only 17 total spots available for each class, due to the restriction of the Church
to help slow the spread of Covid. It is especially important that you let me know as soon
as possible if you want to take one of these classes. If we do not get enough interest in
them, we will have to cancel classes once again this year.
To sign up for these classes please contact me at 3992085 or Homerquilter@gmail.com
To reserve your place in these classes you will need to send me a check made out to
KPQG. Once I receive it you spot will be reserved.
Mail your checks to Karrie Youngblood PO Box 763, Homer, AK 99603
Scrap Crazy, June 11th to the 12th 10:00 am 4:00 PM this class is full.
Barbara Steckel is teaching a technic class on the Scrap Crazy 6” Ruler set. In this class you
will be making sample blocks using the templates in several different ways. You will not have
UFOs after class but will know how to play with these templates to create numerous projects.
Here are just a few examples of what you could create.
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Class list and dates continued ...
Alaska Quilt, July 9th and 10th 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM $75.00 This quilt measures 71”x71”
Pam Ventgen is teaching the Alaska Quilt by Laundry basket quilts. This quilt is made using
the templates show below and there are so many beautiful colorways for this quilt. This class is
traditional piecing using templates to cut out fabric.
There are only 11 more spots in this class so
get your spot reserved today!

August 6 th and 7 th . Joker’s Wild $75.00
Brenda Clyde will be teaching her pattern Jokers Wild quilt measures 86-98”. This quilt is a
combination of strip piecing and paper piecing. There are two variations of putting this quilt
together and both areamazing. You will need the pattern and a CGRJAW8 ruler for this
project. Brenda also has papers for the paper piecing if you prefer.
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Class list and dates continued ...

Sept 10 th, and 11 th . Chic Sisters and scalloped borders.
Dana Lewis will be teaching Chic Sisters pattern by
Sew Kind of Wonderful. This quilt measures 60x72”.In
this class you will learn how to use the Wonder Curve
ruler. This ruler can be used for so many different
patterns, look up Sew Kind of Wonderful on the internet
and check it out.

On Saturday Dana will be teaching how to scallop borders for the scallop borders class,
you will need to bring a completed quilt top that has been quilted, but not the binding put
on. This can be your choice of size down to a large table runner.

Homer News
By
Piama Svoboda
So time for another newsletter. You thought the pickings were slim last time...now
they're about 90% dried up! I have not sewed more than some holiday masks since the
middle of November, and my mom just touched her machine for the first time yesterday. Our
creativity is in a slump so big that a giant mutated bulldozer might not be able to dig it out!
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Homer News continued ...
The Shirley half of the Svoboda sisters did manage to get her knee replacement done FINALLY
(!!!) in the middle of November though, so that was a huge relief. After all the yes...no...Yes...no
wait, soon and maybe nots that she had while trying to schedule it, I think it wore our little
sewing rear-ends out and thus the slump began. The only sewing excitement that has been
going on between the two of us is hand sewing bindings (no comment on the excitement and
joy that this has brought us, cursing aside) and then I have continued doing English paper
piecing hexies every evening. Since my social life is so exciting (just as exciting as everyone
else's has been for the past year, I'm sure!), I have managed to make a couple hundred of them
in the past few months!
On the Home-r front (no eye rolling...it briefly cracked me up so I kept it!) we have
decided to cancel the Mother's Day show again this year due to obvious reasons. This will just
give us all more time to obsessively make things to show and sell for next year. We're going to
have to rent the high school gym to show all the things people have been making by then!
Homer just got its usual mid-February snow storm a few days ago. We thought that was
just reserved every year for the retreat, but I guess not! I was just thinking of how crazy it was
last year when they shut down the road to the Spit because of the weather and then we had to
get our cars shoveled out on Sunday. I wish the gentleman that shoveled out my poor car last
year would have done house calls this year. I didn't enjoy shoveling it out as much as I hoped I
would this time. Go figure!
Ulmer's went ahead and had their yearly sale, which was nice to go to despite having not
sewed recently. People sound like they're plugging along on the mystery quilt that would have
been for the retreat, so it'll be fun to see how all those come out.
On that note, I hope you all have been sewing more than us (no pressure since we
haven't done a thing!) and looking forward to seeing you all when all this craziness is over.

Seward News
By
Sue Magyar

Greetings to our brothers and sisters in stitches!
I hope this finds everyone well, and sewing up a storm. Not too early to think about gardening,
but probably too early to act on it by starting seedlings, depending. Besides, it's too danged
cold out there. Seward has been "enjoying" winds and low temps these past few days. Really
dry out there. I'm sure that will change. Meanwhile, we have our sewing machines to keep us
warm.
Our gang has graduated from Zoom meetings to mini retreats at Seward Resort. The resort
has been very accommodating. The retreats have been for 10 attendees instead of almost 30
prior to the virus. It's plenty roomy and pleasant. No one is crowded. They have recently
opened up their policy to allow up to 15 attendees. This weekend we would have had 12 but
two dropped out. When Sheila isn't booking a retreat for the Seward gals, different groups out
of Anchorage are booking in to enjoy time away. Seriously, a great time and six feet distancing,
etc. It allows us to feel somewhat normal.
We have been working towards getting as many quilts to our local veterans as we can. Besides
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Seward News continued ...
individual efforts towards that end, we had a great time with 10 of us at Seward Resort one day.
We produced 8 quilt tops. All these quilt tops are then funneled through Sheila. Through
donations, Seward Area Quilters have been able to purchase batting and backing. Sheila cuts
batting, Donna cuts and washes the backing, then these tops are assigned to one of five longarmers who are donating their quilting: Sheila, Donna Glenz, Kathy Kloster, Lois Daubney and
Everta Mooter. Donna is doing the bindings, because she's so good at the flange binding!
We're very thankful.
Other news around town, some of our quilters have baby goats’ issues! Goats in pajamas to
be specific. It's another Lisa Hartman pattern. They are like candy or worse to some of our
quilters over here. Darned cute patterns.
Our UFO club is starting up for the year. I did pretty well last year, and had a good number of
finishes, but am dragging some forward. And new UFO's as well - including our Guild mystery
and anniversary block quilt. Then I cleaned my sewing room in anticipation of getting a couple
more walls textured and painted. There's another couple of UFO's I uncovered. Yikes. Oh
well, it's all fun.
That's about it over here. I hope you all are burning up your thread and sewing up a storm!
Virtual Hugs!!

Retreat News
By
Patrice Krant
The Kachemak Bay Quilters are disappointed that the pandemic stole our 2021 annual KPQG
retreat, but we are looking forward to hosting the Guild’s 25th retreat February 18-20, 2022 at
Land’s End Resort in Homer. Mark your calendar now! The retreat registration form will be
included in the September newsletter, as usual, and also available on the Guild website at
that time. Remember that you must be a current, paid
member of the Guild in order to attend the retreat, which
is limited to 60 participants.
We hope you enjoyed this year’s mystery quilt.
REMINDER: Bearly Threaded in Soldotna will quilt this
year’s mystery quilt for free for one lucky quilter! If you
finish your mystery quilt top before May 1, bring it to
Bearly Threaded. There they will photograph it for their
website and put your name in a hat. One lucky name will
be drawn, and that quilt will be quilted for free (batting
and backing not included - just the quilting). Notice this
means that even if you haven’t started the quilt yet, you
could win free quilting on it! How exciting is that?! All of
the instructions for making the quilt are on the members’
only page on the website. Good luck!
Here is a photo of Carol Renfrew’s
completed mystery quilt
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“What’s Happening”

Spring 2021

By
Jan Wallace

In Alaska:
Canceled-----Mother’s Day Quilt Show in Homer
Undecided as of now----ALCQ show in Anchorage in September
July 1-31, 2021

Kenai River Quilt Walk
Sponsored by Soldotna Chamber of Commerce
Quilts will be displayed in 20 local businesses in Soldotna

August 26-Sept 6, 2021

Alaska State Fair in Palmer
alaskastatefair.org
see listing of times and place to enter pieces

Out of ALASKA… or via the computer:
Many quilt museums are offering FREE virtual programs and classes.
Google “Quilt Museums” then click on any one to see what is being offered
To find mental stimulation
Go to YouTube and type in “Textile Talks”
6 national organizations did talks this summer and they are found on youtube.com
Prop up your tablet, and do mundane tasks and enjoy the inspiration!!
Recent ones include:
“Creative Continuity with Joe Cunningham”
“Conversations with the Artists: Upcycle!”
“Amy Meisner”………………an Alaskan Art Quilter
Sociological/ Environmental issues:
“25 Million Stitches: One Stitch, One Refugee”
“Weaving the Forgotten Women of Science into the Fabric of History”
“Conversations with the Artists: Musical”
“Natural Dyes & the Natural Dye Garden”
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BOOK LOOK
by
Kathleen Barkley

SPLASH OF COLOR
by
Jackie Kunkel
Martingale Publishing
Bothell, Washington

The projects in Splash of Color partner black-and-white prints with brightly saturated colors.
The author covers projects that include paper foundation piecing, curved piecing, strip piecing,
and appliqué. Jackie emphasizes the importance of scale of your black-and-white fabric to the
design. The different scales of prints
in her quilts showcase how crucial
print scale is in rendering visual
appeal in your quilt. Most of the quilts
featured in this book have vibrant
colors, however, Jackie suggests
using low-volume, less saturated
colors if you want a more subdued
effect. For a more modern look, use
solid fabrics. Jackie
recommends using white prints and
staying away from prints with cream
backgrounds as they can give your
project a yellow cast. Also, avoid
gray prints as gray tends to dull the
intensity of the other colors in a quilt.

Splash of Color has twelve patterns
and all of them have precise, easy to
follow instructions. Jackie also has
video tutorials on her YouTube
channel. The link is available on her
website: cvquiltworks.com.
Jackie is a quilting Podcaster. Check
out “Jackie’s Quilting Chronicles”. In
addition to her own quilt shop; Canton Village Quilt Works, Jackie has an online quilt shop, and
a long-arm quilting business. She also is a Craftsy Instructor with online classes and designs
quilts for magazines and fabric companies. In 2016 Jackie started designing fabric for Island
Batiks as well as patterns to complement the fabric line. Jackie is a Judy Niemeyer
Certified Instructor and her quilt shop is a Judy Niemeyer Certified Shop in Mesa, Arizona.
Jackie travels around the country doing workshops, lecturing, and trunk shows.
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